Reasonable and Active Effort Scenarios with Behavioral goals
Parent’s Substance Use
Goal
OHPP
To return the child to the
parent’s care, the parent will
demonstrate that the children will
always be cared for by sober
caregivers, by:
 Recognizing their triggers and
deal with them in a healthy
way to avoid relapse, ensuring
they have a safe sober
caregiver for the child.
 Making sure that they are
sober and able to make safety
decisions during visitation, trial
home visit and other times the
children are in their care.
Tasks: (Services and supports
helping the parent achieve goal)
 Complete a chemical health
assessment, review
recommendations and follow
treatment plan.
 Actively engage in treatment
and create and follow an after
care plan to maintain sobriety.

Reasonable Efforts
Include in Court Report
Agency and parent talk about
culturally appropriate chemical
health treatment service options,
offering services, asks about
health care coverage,
transportation and provide contact
information to the parent to
arrange for services.
At monthly face-face visits,
agency asks parent about
problems accessing services or
meeting tasks. Agency assesses
barriers and efforts to access
service.
Progress on case plan: Include
reports from service providers,
agency efforts to address barriers
and parents’ gaining
understanding and how they are
demonstrating changes.
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Active Efforts
Include in Court Report
Agency, parent and tribe talk about
culturally appropriate chemical health
treatment services options.(add examples)
Agency, in consultation with the tribe helps
the parent arrange treatment services,
ensure health care coverage, makes
appointment and drive the parent to
appointments.
At monthly face-face visits, agency asks
parent about problems accessing services
or meeting tasks.
Agency consults with tribe and take
agreed action to address barriers.
Agency asks service providers, reports
additional active efforts to address barrier.
Progress on case plan: Through regular
communication with the tribe the report
includes parent’s progress gaining
understanding and how the parent is
demonstrating changes.
Tribe may submit a report to court.
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Housing
Goal
OHPP
To return the child to the
parent’s care, the parent will
have a safe place for the family to
live by:




Living in an apartment or
house clean and safe for
their children, considering their
age and safety needs.
Making sure that anyone who
is alone with the children is
safe enough to take care of
kids.

Tasks: (Services and supports
helping the parent achieve goal )
 Parent contact HUD
coordinated entry point
 Progress and barriers are
discussed
 When apartment is located,
Agency will pay security
deposit and first month’s rent
 Parent will demonstrate how
they will identify others who
can be alone with the child as
safely care for them.

Reasonable Efforts
Include in Court Report
Agency talks with the parent
about housing need, identifies
barriers or housing issues and
provides contact information for
the HUD coordinated entry point
for the region. Agency offers to
pay the security deposit and first
month’s rent.
At monthly face-face visits,
agency asks parent about HUD
services, and askes the parent
about process and problems meet
tasks.
When suitable housing found,
parent contacts the agency to
arrange security deposit and first
month’s rent. Agency provides
contact information for a thrift
store and charity for needed
household items.
Progress on case plan:
Agency’s efforts to address
barriers and how the parents’
gaining understanding and
demonstrating changes.
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Active Efforts
Include in Court Report
Agency talks with the parent and Tribe
about housing need, identifies barriers or
housing issues and with the parent calls
HUD coordinated entry point for the region
and housing services offered by the Tribe.
Agency helps the parent complete HUD
processes, calls property management and
drives the parent to see places. Agency
offers to pay the security deposit and first
month’s rent.
Agency staff talks with tribal agency staff
and take agreed action to address barriers.
At monthly face-to- visit with parent and
tribe, asks parent about HUD, process and
problems meet tasks.
When suitable housing found, agency
arranges to pay security deposit and first
month’s rent. Agency consults with tribe and
drives the parent to the thrift store and
assists the parent to get needed household
items.
Progress on case plan goal: Through
regular communication with the tribe, ensure
the report includes how the parent is
demonstrating changes. Tribe may submit a
report to court.
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Parenting skills
Reasonable Efforts

Goal
OHPP
To return the child to the parent’s care, the
parent will show that they are able to meet the
child’s developmental and safety parent, by
 Learning more about ages,
stages/developmental milestones for his/her
children.
 Showing that they use this understanding by
talking about the milestones their child has
reached and their progress to meeting new
milestones.
 Showing that they are usually able to pick out
appropriate activities based on their child’s
current stage.
 Identifying possible safety issues and do
what they need to do to keep their child safe.
 Using consistently a variety of non-physical
discipline techniques (such as time outs/ins,
removal of privileges, extra chores, natural
consequences, etc.)
Tasks: (Services and supports helping the parent
achieve goal)
 Complete a parenting assessment and follow
recommendations.
 Actively engage in services to support
achieving goal
 Identify a parent mentor and make an
agreement on how often they will talk/meet.

Include in Court
Report
Agency and parent talk
about the options of
service providers
offering culturally
appropriate parenting
skill services, provides
contact information to
the parent to arrange
for services and asks
about transportation
needs.
At monthly face-face
visits, agency asks
parent about problems
accessing services or
meeting tasks. Agency
and parent assess
barriers and evaluate
how the service is
helping the parent
process.
Progress on case
plan: Include reports
from service providers,
agency efforts to
address barriers and
parents gaining
understanding and
demonstrating changes.
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Active Efforts
Include in Court Report
Agency, parent and tribe talk about
culturally appropriate parenting skills
services options. (add example)
Agency, in consultation with the tribe
helps the parent arrange services,
ensure health care coverage, makes
appointment and drive the parent to
appointments.
At monthly face-face visits, agency
asks parent about problems
accessing services or meeting tasks.
Agency staff talks with tribal agency
staff and take agreed action to
address barriers.
Agency asks service providers,
reports additional active efforts to
address barriers.
Progress on case plan goal:
Through regular communication with
the tribe to ensure the report includes
how the parent is gaining
understanding and demonstrating
changes. Tribe may submit a report
to court.
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Behavioral Goal
OHPP
Parent will visit their children according to
the plan and talk with the agency about
how the visits maintain their parental
relationship and duties.
Visitation includes medical appointments
and school meetings when the
permanency goal is reunification.

Visitation
Reasonable Efforts

Active Efforts

Include in Court Report
As part of case planning, agency
staff and parent set up a visitation
plan, determining the least
restrictive setting necessary to
ensure safety and geared plan
towards meaningful activities
consistent with the children’s
developmental abilities.

Include in Court Report
As part of case planning, agency and
tribal agency staff, and parent set up
a visitation plan, determining the least
restrictive setting necessary to
ensure safety and geared plan
towards meaningful activities
consistent with the children’s
developmental abilities.

Agency staff asks parent about
transportation needs to get to
visits and how the parent will have
access to a phone to call the
children or tell agency staff about
any problem getting to a visit.

Agency staff, in consultation with
tribal staff parent arranges
transportation for parent to get to
visits and how the parent has access
to a phone to call the children or tell
agency staff about any problem
getting to a visit.

At monthly face-face visits,
agency asks parent about
problems meeting tasks. Agency
and parent assess barriers,
evaluate frequency and quality of
visitation to support reunification
goal.

At monthly face-face visits, agency
asks parent about problems meeting
tasks. Agency and parent assess
barriers evaluate frequency and
quality of visitation to support
reunification goal.

Progress – Complete the SDM
reunification tool with the
family before court reviews to
provide information about the
frequency and quality of
visitation
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Agency consults with tribe and take
agreed action to address barriers.
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